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Summary This report presents an overview for pathologists of the development and potential

applications of a novel Web enabled system allowing indexing and retrieval of pathology specimens

across multiple institutions. The system was developed through the National Cancer Institute’s Shared

Pathology Informatics Network program with the goal of creating a prototype system to find existing

pathology specimens derived from routine surgical and autopsy procedures (bparaffin blocksQ) that may

be relevant to cancer research. To reach this goal, a number of challenges needed to be met. A central

aspect was the development of an informatics system that supported Web-based searching while

retaining local control of data. Additional aspects included the development of an eXtensible Markup

Language schema, representation of tissue specimen annotation, methods for deidentifying pathology

reports, tools for autocoding critical data from these reports using the Unified Medical Language

System, and hierarchies of confidentiality and consent that met or exceeded federal requirements. The

prototype system supported Web-based querying of millions of pathology reports from 6 participating

institutions across the country in a matter of seconds to minutes and the ability of bona fide researchers

to identify and potentially to request specific paraffin blocks from the participating institutions. With the

addition of associated clinical and outcome information, this system could vastly expand the pool of

annotated tissues available for cancer research as well as other diseases.

D 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In many areas of biomedical research, there is a

recognition that current clinically oriented research initia-

tives often require access to larger numbers of patients and

specimens than can be represented by a single medical

center. Multicenter clinical trials are the norm because

they typically represent the only realistic way to enroll a

sufficient number of subjects in a reasonable time frame. To

maintain adherence to study guidelines and ensure uniform

data capture and analysis, such trials have strong top-down

organizational structure and centralize data collection and

analysis. However, many forms of translational research do

not require such rigid control of patient management nor is

it always desirable or feasible. For many research purposes,

samples and data collected in the routine provision of

patient care are sufficient. What is needed is access to a

large number of samples with adequate supportive data and

an efficient means of sharing data and samples. Pathologic

tissue samples from cancer patients and associated data

represent one such resource that exists in every hospital that

provides cancer care.

In 2000, the National Cancer Institute issued a request for

applications for the development of a Web-based system

that would allow for cross-institutional searching of surgical

pathology and autopsy specimens for research purposes,

referred to as the Shared Pathology Informatics Network

(SPIN). The vision was that routinely obtained tissue

specimens that are retained for at least 10 years in pathology

department archives represented a tissue resource that is

orders of magnitude larger than the set of tissues collected

prospectively for research purposes that compose tissue

banks in selected academic centers. The scientific rationale

for this is compelling from a variety of perspectives. For

one, technologies for using such material are in hand and

continue to improve. Tissue microarrays prepared from
archival paraffin-embedded specimens are now a central

tool for biomarker discovery, and more and more categories

of malignancies are being studied. The human genome

project has enabled a variety of genetic analyses. Cancer

cells can be obtained by microdissection techniques, and

DNA and RNA can be extracted from these cells for

analysis. Gene expression analyses can be performed on

both in situ sections as well on amplified cDNA product in

the microarray format. Secondly, with a much greater

number of tissues available, the questions asked can be

more finely posed.

The goals set for SPIN were the development of a

prototype system that allowed Web-based searching by

researchers across data from multiple institutions, a

mechanism for retrieval of desired specimens identified

by such searches, and maintenance of compliance with

requirements for appropriate patient confidentiality and

consent as dictated by Health Insurance Portability and

Accountability Act (HIPAA) and local Institutional Review

Board (IRB) regulations. Two consortia were selected, and

the involved institutions of both consortia worked closely

throughout to develop the prototype system described here.

The Harvard-UCLA consortium included the Harvard

affiliated hospitals of Beth Israel Deaconess Hospital,

Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Children’s Hospital, and

Massachusetts General Hospital, all from Boston, and the

UCLA Medical Center and Cedars Sinai Medical Center

from Los Angeles. The Indianapolis-Pittsburgh consortium

included 5 Indianapolis health care systems: Clarian Health

Partners, Community, St. Vincent’s, St. Francis l, and

Wishard—which include a total of 15 different hospitals

organized as a Regional Health Information Organization

(RHIO) to serve clinical, public health, as well as research

purposes [1]. The University of Pittsburgh hospital system

(Pittsburgh, PA) was also part of this second consortium

but operated as an independent institution in the SPIN



Table 1 Annotated list of SPIN-related publications

General:

Berman JJ. Pathology data integration with eXtensible Markup

Language. Hum Pathol 2005;36:139-45. (An overview of the

applications of XML for pathologists)

Grannis SJ, Overhage JM, McDonald CJ. Real world per-

formance of approximate string comparators for use in patient

matching. Medinfo 2004;2004:43-7. (A study of different

name comparison methods for medical record linkage

between independent sources)

Holzbach AM, Chueh H, Porter AJ, Kohane IS, Berkowicz D.

A query engine for distributed medical databases. Medinfo

2004 2004:1519. (A description of the query tool developed

for CHIRPs SPIN nodes)

McDonald C, Dexter P, Schadow G, et al. SPIN query tools for

de-identified research on a humongous database. Proceedings

of the American Medical Informatics Association Annual

Symposium 2005:515-9. (A description of the query tool

developed for the Indianapolis/Regenstrief SPIN node)

Namini AH, Berkowicz DA, Kohane IS, Chueh H. A

submission model for use in the indexing, searching, and

retrieval of distributed pathology case and tissue specimens.

Medinfo 2004;11(Pt2):1264-1267. (A description of the

CHIRPS model for uploading de-identified pathology case

and specimen information to the SPIN network architecture)
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paraffin blocks identified in pathology archives: A multi-

institutional study by the Shared Pathology Informatics

Network (SPIN). BMC Cancer 2007 (in press). (Results of

an assessment of actual sample availability for cases

identified using SPIN)

Schadow G, Grannis SJ, McDonald CJ. Privacy-preserving

distributed queries for a clinical case research network. Proc.

Privacy, Security and Data Mining. In Conferences in

Research and Practice in Information Technology, 14.

Clifton, C. and Estivill-Castro, V., Eds, ACS.55 (Maebashi

City, Japan, 2002).

Tobias J, Chilukuri R, Komatsoulis GA, et al. The CAP cancer

protocols—a case study of caCORE based data standards

development for the Cancer Biomedical Informatics Grid.

BMC Med Info Decision Making 2006;6:25. (Implementa-

tion of a computer-based representation of an existing paper

standard of pathology data)

Deidentification:

Beckwith BA, Mahaadevan R, Balis UJ, Kuo F. Development

and evaluation of an open source software tool for deidenti-

fication of pathology reports. BMC Med Inform Decis Mak

2006;6:12. (Description of a de-identification tool tailored for

pathology reports)

Berman JJ. Concept-match medical data scrubbing. How

pathology text can be used in research. Arch Pathol Lab

Med 2003;127:680-86. (Description of a general algorithm

that removes identifying or private information from

pathology free text)

Gupta D, Saul M, Gilbertson J. Evaluation of a deidentification

(De-Id) software engine to share pathology reports and

clinical documents for research. Am J Clin Pathol

2004;121:176-186. (Evaluation of a tool for removing safe-

harbor identifiers and producing readable deidentified text

that retains important clinical information)

Thomas SM, Mamlin B, Schadow G, McDonald C. A

successful technique for removing names in pathology reports

using an augmented search and replace method. Proc AMIA

Symp 2002:777-81. (A automated de-identification method

using substitution methods and publicly available data

sources)

Autocoding:

Berman JJ. Automatic extraction of candidate nomenclature

terms using the doublet method. BMC Med Inform Decis

Mak 2005;5:35. (A method for automatically extracting

candidate nomenclature terms from virtually any text and

any nomenclature)

Berman J. Modern classification of neoplasms: reconciling

differences between morphologic and molecular approaches.

BMC Cancer 2005;5:100. (A discussion of the importance of

biological classification and an examination of different

approaches to the problem of tumor classification)

Gilbertson JR, Gupta R, Nie Y, Patel AA, Becich MJ.

Automated clinical annotation of tissue bank specimens. Proc

MedInfo 2004:607-10. (Description of a system for automat-

ed annotation of banked tissue that integrates data from the

cancer registry, the pathology LIS and the tissue bank

inventory system)

Mitchell KJ, Becich MJ, Berman JJ, et al. Implementation and

evaluation of a negation tagger in a pipeline-based system for

information extraction from pathology reports Proc Med Info

2004:663-67. (Description of a system for automated

annotation of surgical pathology reports with UMLS terms

that includes a module for handling negated concepts)

Mitchell KJ, Crowley RS, Gupta D, Gilbertson J. A knowledge-

based approach to information extraction from surgical

pathology reports. AMIA Annu Symp Proc 2003:937.

(Description of a prototype system for knowledge-based

information extraction from surgical pathology reports,

including organ, procedure, and diagnoses)

Schadow G, McDonald CJ. Extracting structured information

from free text pathology reports. AMIA Annu Symp Proc

2003:584-588. (Presentation of an automated method for

extracting structured information about specimens and their

related findings from free-text surgical pathology reports)
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network. The acronym CHIRPS (for Consented High-

performance Index and Retrieval of Pathology Specimens)

as used in this report refers to the peer-to-peer (P2P)

network and related software tools developed by the

Harvard-UCLA consortium. All of the institutions

in Indianapolis represented a separate network with its

own software tools, and its features are referred to as the

Indiana implementation. Together, these formed SPIN as

described below.

Various aspects and perspectives of the SPIN project and

its implementation are also presented in other publications

as referenced in this report and are listed in Table 1, and a

Web site can be accessed at http://spin.nci.nih.gov. We

describe here the prototype system developed and the

challenges met in doing so and discuss the implications

http://spin.nci.nih.gov


Table 2 Glossary

Architecture The functional organization of a computer network.

Autocoder A software program that assigns easily searchable codes to words or phrases of interest in a

document in an automated manner.

CHIRPS Acronym for bConsented High-performance Index and Retrieval of Pathology SpecimensQ,
the Harvard-UCLA consortium implementation of SPIN.

Codebook A database that maintains the match of anonymous identifiers for a specimen used in the SPIN node

with the actual patient identifiers used by the local institution.

Data model A plan that defines data elements and their relationships.

Deidentified The state of having all information removed from a document that could be used to discern the identity of a person.

Firewall A system of specialized software that limits network access between 2 or more networks.

HIPAA The United States Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, enacted to establish standardized

mechanisms for electronic data interchange, security, and confidentiality of all health care–related data [3].

HL7 A set of communications rules by which different computer applications exchange data in an orderly way [8].

IRB Abbreviation for bInstitutional Review BoardQ, a committee empowered by an institution to sanction research

that involves human subjects.

JAVA A general purpose programming language with features that make it well suited for use on the World Wide Web.

Network An interconnected set of computers residing at separate locations that can exchange information.

Node An institutional server/database that is part of SPIN or other computer network

Open source Computer software that is nonproprietary and whose source is available for review [27].

Parse To breakdown text to component parts of interest.

Peer-to-peer A P2P architecture allows hardware or software to function on a network without the need for central servers.

PHI Abbreviation for bProtected Health InformationQ as defined by HIPAA, which encompasses health information

data that reasonably could be expected to allow identification of an individual [2].

Query A user initiated request for information from SPIN about the number of cases available that fit criteria defined

by the user.

Query tool The software and associated user interface that allows a SPIN query to be made.

RHIO Abbreviation for bRegional Health Information Organization.Q
Scrubber A software program that removes patient identifiable information in an automated manner.

SNOMED Acronym for bSystematized Nomenclature of MedicineQ, a comprehensive concept-oriented clinical vocabulary

developed by the College of American Pathologists.

SPIN Acronym for bShared Pathology Informatics NetworkQ (see http://spin.nci.nih.gov).

SQL Acronym for bStructured Query LanguageQ; a particular form of programming language for extracting data

from a relational database.

UMLS Abbreviation for Unified Medical Language System, a program of the National Library of Medicine. Here,

referring to the UMLS Metathesaurus, a very large vocabulary database that contains information about

biomedical and health related concepts, their various names, and the relationships among them [28].

URL Abbreviation for bUniform Resource LocatorsQ, which are the addresses used for Web pages.

XML Abbreviation for eXtensible Markup Language. It is a means of applying btagsQ to items in a document

that specify meaning [5].

XML schema An XML document that defines the data structure and meaning for a given XML application.
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such a system holds for pathologists. A glossary of

abbreviations and terms is provided (Table 2).

1.1. Overview of how SPIN functions

The SPIN was configured as a network of locally

controlled databases, each containing pathology speci-

men–related data from participating institutions (Fig. 1).

For the CHIRPS implementations, each institution’s

pathology database was separate but derived from the

local Pathology Information System (IS) and potentially

other institutional sources. The specimens and supporting

information represented in the database were completely

under the control of the local institution. The data in each

database were deidentified and contained no Protected

Health Information (PHI as defined by HIPAA) [2-4].
For the Indiana implementation, the pathology, tumor

registry, and other clinical data from each of the

participating institutions were delivered to a central site

[1]. There, each institution’s data were maintained in

separate physical files but appeared as a single node to the

SPIN network.

The SPIN network was organized using a P2P architec-

ture, which is described in greater detail elsewhere (Chueh

et al, in preparation). (P2P is a particular mode of structuring

a network using the Internet for communication that is

popularly known as being the model used by music file

sharing systems.) Users access a Web site where query

forms are displayed that allow the user to define what they

wish to search for using either text or codes. Once

formulated, a query is sent out to the network. Each local

http://spin.nci.nih.gov


Fig. 1 Schematic of SPIN. Each node represents an institutional SPIN server with the database of deidentified data and associated software

necessary for interacting on the network. A user accesses the network by connecting via the Internet to a SPIN Web site with a user interface

to compose a query (the query tool). This translates the information request into a message format that is sent on to the participating

institutions (nodes in the diagram) for searching their databases. Relevant results are sent back, aggregated, and displayed to the user on the

SPIN Web site.
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site (sometimes referred to as a bnodeQ in the network) has a

server (a computer open to the Internet) that has specific

software that allows it to receive the query, interact with the

database to find the relevant records, and send out a reply

containing these (Fig. 1). Responses from each individual

site are aggregated and displayed to the user in graphical

and/or tabular format.

The software will allow users to identify a set of

specimens according to their specifications and then initiate

a request to obtain those specimens from the institutions

holding them. The system notifies the sites where the

desired specimens reside via the network, and the local site

can identify the specimens through the local codebook for

retrieval. This capability is being tested within the existing

SPIN consortia. Development of procedures and policies for

verifying that the user is a bona fide researcher and has IRB

approval to use such specimens is also a necessary

component. The identity of the patient from whom the

specimen was obtained would never be provided to the

requestor under any circumstances.
Development of this system involved overcoming a

series of challenges that may not be readily apparent from

the above description. As one would expect, a series of

software tools needed to be developed that supported the

query system and the P2P communication across institutions

in the network. A database is needed at each site along with

the software necessary to link it to the network. Equally

important is the need for software tools for transferring

relevant data from the local information systems into

the local SPIN database. In addition to software to

handle the transfer of data into the SPIN database, specific

software is needed to remove any PHI (names, accession

numbers, etc) as well as software to assign proper codes

(eg, Unified Medical Language System [UMLS] Concept

unique identifiers or Systematized Nomenclature of

Medicine [SNOMED]) for diagnoses and other relevant

information when these are not present. These various

software tools are described in greater detail below, but in

general are written in a common language (JAVA) and use

nonproprietary software for common functions. They are



Fig. 2 A portion of data from a colon cancer case showing XML

tagged items in the structure of the XML schema.
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freely available for use and can be downloaded at https://

sourceforge.net/projects/spin-chirps under an open source

licensing program. (There is not a generic software tool for

the initial steps of data extraction from the local information

systems, as these vary with the system and structure at a

given institution.)

Apart from software, other issues needed to be addressed.

One was developing an agreed upon system for identifying

the data in a uniform way (a bdata modelQ) so that there

would be consistency in the type of information presented

across institutions. Another was finding the most appropri-

ate way to obtain IRB approval for the system at each

institution that was consistent across institutions. These are

issues that are relevant to any system that attempts to share

patient-related information among multiple institutions and

are discussed further below.

1.2. The nature of a SPIN database

The information one might retrieve would obviously

depend, first of all, on the data that are held in each of the

local SPIN sites. The local SPIN database holds records of

the routinely obtained surgical and autopsy pathology

specimens that the institution chooses to make available

for searching by users. As discussed below, the records in

the node database are derived from the local Pathology IS

but represent an extraction of specific relevant data and

fields. The records have been stripped of PHI elements and

assigned an anonymous code.

For effective retrieval of information across the network,

the data residing at individual sites need to be represented in
a consistent manner. For this, it was necessary to develop a

data model for pathology specimens and related information

and for the CHIRPS implementation to represent these using

eXtensible Markup Language (XML) [5-7]. This was

constructed using the concepts and principles of the HL7

observation messages, a standard widely used in health care

for delivering virtually all types of medical information

[8,9]. The data model defines the relationship of the

pathology specimen with its attributes and other medically

relevant data linked to it.

The data model encompasses a large number of

potentially available and useful elements. However, many

of these may be unavailable or difficult to extract from

existing reports. Therefore, a subset was defined as being

the minimally necessary data elements for a specimen to be

represented in the prototype version of a SPIN database.

These included basic demographic information (gender, age,

year of procedure), site, procedure, and diagnosis. In the

database, these are represented in both primary text and

coded formats to allow for searches using either. The

primary text is automatically drawn directly from the

pathology reports, whereas codes are assigned using an

autocoding software tool during the data submission process

of populating the database, as discussed further below.

Besides the above basic data elements, the data model

includes additional fields for describing the pathology

specimen itself, including gross and histologic features such

as size and grade. Relevant laboratory and clinical data are

supported, including cancer registry coding. In addition,

novel supporting data such as those derived from expression

microarray or proteomic analyses can be accommodated.

In the CHIRPS implementation, the XML representa-

tions of the elements of the data model are defined using an

XML bschema.Q This is used for both populating the

database and data retrieval when a query is made, although

the node database is a relational SQL database (MySQL).

The schema defines the data structure and in the submission

process guarantees that the XML elements linked to it

follow that structure. Each specimen is defined at a

minimum by topological (anatomical), procedural, and

diagnostic categories. An example of a portion of data in

XML format from a specimen report is shown in Fig. 2.

1.3. Building the local pathology database

The elements that can be brought into the local node

database are described above. Here, we discuss issues related

to data extraction and tools developed to facilitate this

process. The primary data used for populating the database

are derived from the local Pathology IS. Pathology IS

databases typically are relational databases that have defined

fields for patient demographics, specimen identifiers, and

descriptors such as tissue source and/or procedure, gross

description, microscopic description, and final diagnosis.

Except for patient demographics, dates, and accession

numbers, most of the other fields are composed of narrative

http:https://sourceforge.net/projects/spin-chirps


Fig. 3 Example input and output for the CHIRPS autocoder

from a simple case.
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text entries. This has 3 important implications for data

extraction and display in the node database. First, to aid the

query process, it is desirable to code tissue sources and

diagnoses according to standardized nomenclatures. Second,

text fields need to be bscrubbedQ to remove any possible

patient or institutional identifiers, such as patient or physician

names. Third, to pull out certain desired data residing in text

blocks, text needs to be bminedQ or bparsedQ using automated

algorithms. The data extraction process for the SPIN node

database captures the textual contents of data fields, such as

gross description, as well as selected information derived

from these using text mining software, as elaborated below.

A complicating factor is that Pathology ISs vary across

institutions, and the data collected and available also vary

over time. Given the goals of the SPIN project, it is highly

desirable to capture specimens and related data that were

obtained many years ago, as well as more recently obtained

material. In part, this is to maximize retrieval of rare

diagnostic categories, but it is also important because

historical material provides a longer period of follow-up to

determine outcomes. A survey of the archival pathology

material in the participating institutions in the Harvard-

UCLA consortium indicated that there were all together well

over 1,000,000 surgical pathology cases with report data

available online and expected to have archived blocks.

Estimates of the fraction that were cancer-related varied

from 1/5 to 1/3 among institutions. More than 1.5 million

additional reports were identified by the Pittsburgh and

Indianapolis resources.

As pathologists are painfully aware, the accessibility of

historical data is highly dependent on (and varies with) the

systems in place at the time for data collection and storage.

Currently, most Pathology ISs are client server–based

applications with data stored in relational databases. How-

ever, before roughly 1975 to 1980, when computer systems

began to be more widely used, all data were stored in paper-

based format. Most academic institutions that implemented

computer systems made an effort to extract essential data

from these paper records and include them in an abbreviated

format in the computer system. Given this time frame, most

pathology departments have also gone through several (often

different) computer-based systems, and the extent and format

of the archival data imported into the current system typically

differ from that stored in the prior system. Even with current

systems, much of the data are stored in aggregate text
statements composed as preferred by the pathologist, as

opposed to fields that are coded or use a standardized

terminology. Use of standardized diagnostic coding such as

SNOMED is inconsistent across institutions and certainly not

retrospectively applied. Inmost cases where SNOMED codes

do appear, they are the 20-year-old SNOP-2 (Systemized

Nomenclature of Pathology) codes—not the more recently

developed SNOMED reference terminoloy (RT) or

SNOMED clinical terminology (CT) codes. The use of

synoptic reports is just now being implemented for an as yet

limited number of diagnostic categories.

From the above, it is obvious that the structure and extent

of available data in current pathology information systems

vary across institutions and within an institution across time

and is largely still in text format. Extraction of the key

elements defined by the data model therefore required

the development of text mining tools. The details and

validation of the performance characteristics of these are the

subject of separate reports, as referenced below and as listed

in Table 1.

Use of a scrubber tool is necessary because it is not

uncommon for patient, physician, or institutional names and

other identifiers to be used within the descriptive text of

pathology reports, such as reference to consultation with a

colleague or a prior specimen accession number in the

diagnosis field. Because all data in the database must be

deidentified, these must be removed, and with the processing

of tens to hundreds of thousands of records, it is only feasible

to do this in an automated fashion [10-13]. The scrubber

developed for the Harvard-UCLA consortium uses a 3-

pronged approach [10]. First, identifiers known to be

associated with a patient, such as name, medical record

number, case accession number, are removed. Next, a series

of bregular expression clausesQ are used that look for

predictable patterns likely to represent identifying data, such

as dates, accession numbers, addresses, and proper names

[14]. The final step is a comparison with a database of names

and places to recognize potential identifiers not removed by

the first approach. The regular expressions and name lists are

easily modified and improved locally by adding institution-

specific names (eg, patients and employees). An evaluation

showed that it was greater than 98% efficient at removing

HIPAA identifiers with a minimal effect on essential text.

Other SPIN consortium members have developed scrubber

tools as well to serve the same purpose [11-13].

The autocoder tools search through (parse) the text of the

report to find keywords or phrases representing the

procedure, organ, and diagnosis terms (both assertion and

negation of these terms) and assign codes to these based on

the UMLS vocabulary [15-22]. Use of codes facilitates

searching as discussed below. An example of this is

provided in Fig. 3.

In the Harvard-UCLA implementation, the population of

the data fields in a local node database was performed through

the use of a software tool referred to as the bsubmission toolQ
[23]. This requires that the data pulled from the Pathology IS



Fig. 4 Screenshot of the CHIRPS query tool search page.
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be assigned XML tags according to the XML schema. It is

then processed by the submission tool, following a scrubbing

step and an autocoding step, and then the processed data are
Fig. 5 Screen shot of graphically displayed results from a search for l

CHIRPS query tool.
transferred to the appropriate fields in the database. The

submission tool also creates an anonymous identifier (a UUID

or Universally Unique Identifier) for the record that enters the
obular cancer of the breast in females, by decade of age, using the
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Fig. 7 Screen shot of the Indiana SPIN tool’s variable selection step showing variables requested on a cohort of patients with prostate

cancer. Note that each variable can yield multiple values; the actual test value, the date performed, the age of the patient when the test was

performed, or if it was abnormal. Time restrictions can be placed on a variable, such as the earliest, the latest, and the value in relation to a

specific date, or to a specific variable (latest value before bdate of diagnosisQ as seen in the PSA query). The maximum or average value and

number of times the test was performed for that patient can be obtained. Text variables can be searched using logical operators, nearness

parameters, and coded formats.
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node database and at the same time establishes a

corresponding entry in the codebook database to link the

two. The 2 associated software tools for autocoding/text

parsing and scrubbing can be selectively used or not as

desired. In the Indiana implementation, data are fed in real

time from participating institutions as HL-7 messages, with

autocoding/text parsing and scrubbing steps occurring before

population of the database fields. An anonymous identifier is

also associated with each case, and there is the equivalent of

the above-described codebook to allow for specimen retrieval.

1.4. Searching the SPIN databases

Both the CHIRPS and Indiana groups developed specific

software tools (bquery toolsQ) with graphical user interfaces
Fig. 6 This screen shows the results of a CHIRPS query tool search usi

any gender, any age at specimen collection, and any collection date. The

gives a graphical and tabular display of the age distribution of the patient

that were identified. The columns are not labeled, but from the left, they

and deidentified text of the final diagnosis section of the pathology report

this image.
to enable searches of the SPIN databases [24,25]. These

were designed for initiating a search of the databases that

will identify records of pathologic specimens that meet

selected criteria and then displaying returned results. These

differ significantly as discussed below, but the XML

message that represents the query that goes among the

nodes in SPIN was the same to everyone. Both are described

in greater detail in other publications.

For CHIRPS, the user interface is displayed as a Web

page that is hosted by the CHIRPS Web server. It allows the

user to choose from a standard set of predefined criteria. The

page uses entry fields for desired text or codes and check

boxes for specifying selected demographic criteria such as

gender and age range (Fig. 4). A simple or badvancedQ
ng the following criteria: search text was bbreast ductal carcinomaQ,
results included 32,079 cases from 7 active nodes. The top portion

s. The lower portion gives detailed information on individual cases

are age at specimen collection, gender, date of specimen collection,

. Note that the date of specimen collection field has been redacted in
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version of the search page was developed with lesser or

greater detail of search criteria. A simple search allows

criteria to be set for diagnosis, gender, and age at sample

collection. An advanced query allows specification of

diagnosis, gender, and age at specimen collection, topology

(organ or tissue), and partial date of specimen collection. A

user needs only to provide the search criteria, and the query

tool turns the query into a formatted message that is sent to

the SPIN network. A bcode finderQ is provided on the page

to look up codes to search for.

Results can return in either summarized or itemized

formats (or both). Summarized results are presented

graphically as histograms of specimen counts, broken down

by secondary category such as age or gender (Fig. 5). In the

itemized format, a random subset of up to 500 specimens

per participating institution per query request has detailed

deidentified result sets displayed as one specimen per item

(Fig. 6). The full text of the final diagnosis field may be

viewed in this format. This format would be available only

to registered users with verified Institutional Review Board

(IRB) approval.

In contrast to the directed approach of CHIRPS query

tool, the Indiana SPIN query tool uses complex logic to take

advantage of the additional clinical data available in the

Indiana system and to allow statistical analyses to be

performed [25]. The query tool is similarly accessed via

the Internet. To pose a query, a user first specifies the data

elements of interest to define a set of patients to be included

in the data set (bcohort definitionQ). The available variables

are displayed for the user to select, which number over 4000,

including tumor registry variables and relevant laboratory

tests, radiology reports, and other information in addition to

the pathology report elements (Fig. 7). For each variable

selected, criteria are then defined by the user, which may be

numeric, text, or codes. As many variables as desired can be

selected, and these can be logically grouped to more

narrowly define a desired patient set. A similarly performed

second step defines which variables to obtain and display

from the patient cohort. The third step allows the user to

select data and define statistical tests to be performed. The

open-source statistical language R is used for performing the

statistical analyses. Similar to the CHIRPS tool, summary

data only are returned unless a user has been registered as

having IRB approval for their study, in which case the

deidentified patient level data are provided (Fig. 8).

Using either tool, the aggregation of specimens from

multiple institutions allows for identification of significant

numbers of relatively rare neoplasms and a finer level of

specification for common neoplasms. For example, if one

were interested in studying early versus late onset prostate

cancer, there are many hundreds of specimens falling within

defined 40 to 50 and 70 to 80 age decades. The availability

of paraffin blocks for identified specimens has been

assessed in a formal study involving the SPIN consortium

institutions, as reported elsewhere [26]. These included both

common and rare neoplasms. Overall, usable blocks could
be retrieved for approximately 2/3 to 3/4 of specimens

identified from SPIN queries.

We are in the process of completing a demonstration

study, to be reported elsewhere, in which a large number of

lung cancer specimens of different histologic subtypes were

evaluated for EGFR mutations that may be indicative of

sensitivity to gefitinib therapy. The accumulation of such a

comprehensive set of cases for study was greatly facilitated

by use of SPIN.

1.5. Protection of patient identity and
related considerations

Protection of patient identity, compliance with federal

and local regulations, and accommodation of patient consent

were primary considerations in the development of the SPIN

structure. These considerations affect multiple aspects of the

SPIN implementation. Perhaps, the most basic of these is

the configuration of the local SPIN database. As described

above, each local SPIN database is constituted as a separate

database from the local Pathology IS, and the data contained

have been stripped of identifying information and assigned

anonymous identifiers. The codebook or analogous system

that relates the anonymous identifier that SPIN users see

with the actual local specimen identification information is

boff-lineQ on a separate computer behind institutional

bfirewalls.Q It is accessible only by designated individuals

in the local institution and completely inaccessible to any

outside person who might be accessing the SPIN node

database. In this context, the local pathology department or

institution hosting the SPIN database functions in a manner

referred to in some IRB-related settings as an bhonest
broker.Q It serves as a neutral intermediary between the

patient specimens and the researcher requesting samples,

maintaining the anonymity of the patient and not having a

vested interest in the research.

A second level of protection occurs at the level of the

query tools. Two levels of information access have been

specified. For unrestricted access queries, the results

obtained are only displayed in summarized form (ie, total

numbers, without any individual specimen information).

Display of itemized results is limited to users who have

undergone a certification process with evidence that they

come from bona fide investigators. When results are

displayed, the individual sites are not specifically identified.

Thus, a user may know which institutions participate in the

network but will not know where any given specimen is

from. In addition, for rare entities, a criterion exists for a

minimum number of at least 10 specimen occurrences in

any given grouping for results to be displayed.

The nature of the P2P network also provides a layer of

protection. The databases are accessible via the Web but

only to other SPIN sites. The messages sent to and from

sites on the network use a secure messaging standard and

encryption protocol, and passwords are required, providing

secure transmission and verifying that the request is from a

valid user.



Fig. 8 Screenshot of the Indiana SPIN tool’s data file display. To adhere to HIPAA regulations, dates are given only by year, and patient

identifiers are removed from text files. The deidentified text files can be viewed from this data file. At this step, individual record summaries

can be created or the file can be exported into Excel.
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These characteristics that safeguard patient anonymity

have made it possible to obtain local IRB approval for each

of the participating SPIN institutions. The use of the

deidentification software that removes PHI, assigning an

anonymous identifier, maintaining the codebook in a

safeguarded manner, and providing individual specimen

level information only to registered users are key aspects of

this. Although IRB approval is a local process, the

experience of the SPIN institutions in obtaining approval

has established a core set of principles that all the local IRBs

have found acceptable. The specimens currently included

are archived cases and therefore could be retrieved for

research so long as they are not identified as to patient.

However, a SPIN implementation could be extended to

tissue banks and archives that were obtained under various

consent regimens. To be able to respect the various consent

regimens, the CHIRPS data model will be augmented to

describe a coarse grained hierarchy of patient-specific

consent (eg, whether the patient has consented to being

recontacted with additional questions). This will require an

additional consensus process and a not insignificant change

in current workflows (ie, requiring the annotation of the

class of consent on specimen acquisition). Although this is

an important requirement for further development of SPIN,
we note that such annotation of consent is increasingly

necessary under the developing consensus around research

use of tissue specimens.

1.6. Proposed mechanism for specimen retrieval

As part of the SPIN development work, a proposed

mechanism for specimen retrieval has been developed,

mentioned in part above. Built into the query tool is a

mechanism for users to request specimens identified in

their queries. As will be obvious to practicing pathologists,

the logistics of actually retrieving a set of requested

samples is nontrivial and would require significant support.

Issues involved include verification of IRB approvals,

retrieval of samples, pathologist verification that the sample

is what was desired, obtaining sections, and sending

material out. As mentioned above, studies across the

participating SPIN institutions have shown availability of

paraffin blocks for approximately 70% of cases identified

by the query tool.

1.7. Implementing a SPIN network

The SPIN system described here is a prototype network

that has not been implemented for public use. Such an
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implementation would require further development and

resources to support a logistically feasible specimen

retrieval mechanism as described above. Implementation

of a system to actually retrieve and provide specimens

using a query system such as SPIN would probably

proceed through a variety of pilot projects. The National

Cancer Institute’s National Biospecimen Network could

include SPIN or some of the SPIN tools under its umbrella.

In addition, as discussed below, local networks using the

SPIN tools can be implemented. Presently, the software

tools developed by the SPIN project are available for use

by institutions and groups that would be interested in

establishing their own SPIN systems. These are open

source, and the hardware requirements are modest [27].

The minimum elements are a server running the query

software and the local node databases on servers with

associated node software for interacting with the network.

Thus, the primary requirement for implementation of a

node or a network is having adequate technical expertise.

At the present level of development, the setting up of a

prototype local SPIN node requires a level of expertise that

is likely present at most large academic pathology centers

but less likely at smaller centers or community hospitals.

However, a knowledgeable individual at one central site

can assist other sites in setup, and a local Pathology IS

database manager should be sufficiently skilled to maintain

an established SPIN database. Perhaps the biggest hurdle is

the availability of personnel time, given the relatively lean

staffing situation most clinical departments are faced with.

For institutions that have already developed a deidentified

clinical data repository, the tools developed by the Indiana

group could be used to interface a database with a SPIN

network.

Although the prototype SPIN structure described in this

article was developed for the sharing of data regarding

existing routine pathology specimens across independent

institutions, in a bpublicQ configuration, the network could

be set up to share data among a set of bprivateQ databases
(ie, access is limited to specified users). Such a private

system has been implemented among 4 hospitals affiliated

with the Dana Farber Harvard Cancer Center in Boston. An

individual SPIN node can be configured to function as part

of both public and private networks simultaneously.

The software developed for SPIN can be expanded or

modified for additional or alternative clinical data sets. The

involved institutions have entered all specimens with tissue

potentially available, and the query tool is relatively generic

in its search capabilities. Thus, there is immediate applica-

tion to other categories of disease besides neoplasia. With

modest modifications, the CHIRPS databases and software

could be adapted to handle various image types or other

types of bcasesQ besides pathology specimens. Institutions

such as the Indiana network of hospitals that represent an

RHIO can also participate in the SPIN network via the

standard SPIN XML query and response messages and

appropriate deidentification techniques.
1.8. Conclusions

Pathologists, as the caretakers of the physical specimens

obtained from patients in the course of their medical care,

have always had the opportunity to play an important role in

the translational research process. There is increasing need

for multicenter cooperation in the translational research

enterprise, as it relates to studies involving the use of

existing patient data and specimens. In this setting, access to

existing records across institutions is a critical barrier, and

the NCI SPIN program has been a successful pioneer

attempt to develop a prototype infrastructure that supports

multicenter data and specimen sharing. In doing so, it has

emphasized low-cost, decentralization, and local autonomy

in the maintenance of the network.

The SPIN program has created a successful prototype

high-performance indexing and retrieval system for

cancer researchers to identify surgical pathology specimens

from conventional clinical archives in participating institu-

tions throughout the United States. The program included

development of a scalable and extensible representation

of tissue specimens, formulation of a taxonomy for

confidentiality and patient consent, and the design and

implementation of the necessary software to establish a

distributed network architecture for indexing and searching

for specimens. This system supports investigator-directed

queries with a standard Web browser on the Internet.

SPIN uses a P2P distributed architecture for locating

specimens that leverages the Internet and promotes local

control of data. The program suggests a strategy for

annotation of clinical specimens and applications of the

system to tissue-based research in other areas of biochem-

ical and molecular medicine.
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